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The General Body Meeting began at 6:35 PM. 

Professor Harold: In October of last year, the Dean’s working group appointed a committee for 
the future historical landscape to provide recommendations on approaching the history of UVA. 
I am co-chairing that with John Casteen, and we’ll have a public meeting on Friday in the 
Commonwealth Room. We have been tasked to write a report and give recommendations, but 
also guiding principles. We establish principles, not actions. We really want student input, and I 
encourage you to come, we will meet from 10 to noon.  

Emily: If we can’t attend, can we contact you? 

Professor Harold: My email is Cnh6g@virginia.edu. We also have a comment section, and my 
office hours are on Wednesday from 9:30 to noon. 

Executive Updates 

Ellie: Two new reps from the law school, I will let them introduce themselves. 

Erin: I graduated in 2016 from the College. 

Mclean: I went to University of Utah. 

Ellie: I have appointed Avery as the chair of internal affairs, and Lukas as the chair pro temp. 

Ty: Welcome to GenBod. The activities fair is this Friday, from 11-2, and is a big non-SAF 
fundraiser. We want to get as many people to visit as possible, let me know if you can 
volunteer. I sent out a graphic, please update your photos. Last semester we had over $1 
million requested, and allocated $425,000. We are entering the semiannual hearing round 
tomorrow. The CIO app opens on Monday and will stay open through late March. As we enter a 
new semester, please remember the responsibility that you have been entrusted with. The CIO 
bill is up for approval for the Young Americans for Freedom. They are in compliance with state 
law and university policy compliance. Hopefully all of your questions have been answered.  

Alex: There will be an interfaith service on Thursday at 5 pm with cookies, in celebration of 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Keep up with committee projects and hit your benchmarks. There won’t 
be a student senate until March 27, which means that the outreach committee will be working 
on external facing projects. Social events on coming up, including baking, Habitat for Humanity, 
kickball, and other things. The CavDaily has had their elections and we have a new 
representative.  

Liam: A lot of committees have holes after winter break, so if you need to add people, please 
let me know so we can do a mini boot camp. We have been awarded bicentennial funding 
based on how to fix the American democracy and will last over this semester. We have space in 
the SAC for committees to use. We will be updating many committee pages on the StudCo 
website, look out for more information. All student council members must attend a city council 
meeting. 

Sarah: Mary Alice has been working with her committee on referenda for the upcoming 
election cycle. We need 1250 signatures for each bill to even be voted on. Please speak to us 
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about helping out with that. We haven’t done this in a while, and it is an exciting opportunity. 
As articulated in the newsletters, I want to build the culture of Student Council. Many of us are 
elected or appointed, and culture is very critical. Relationships allow you to work through 
differences and problem solve in a more sustainable manner. I want to solidify the relationship 
between reps and the cabinet. Ellie will start hosting bill writing workshops. The system within 
the council has been very broken, and we want to better serve our student body. We lose a lot 
of institutional knowledge because there is so much turnover, and we want to keep people for 
years. We have a state of student council video address coming out, and an all hands meeting 
this Sunday at 3:30. We have a new mayor now, and our relationship with the city is at a critical 
point. We need to focus on healing and substantive reforms, and have our voices present. As 
the new semester starts, it is easy to see StudCo as another meeting, but we are special in our 
representative duties and decisions that affect the quality of student life.  

Public Comment 

Talia: I am a fourth-year nursing student, and I have had to visit Financial Aid quite frequently. 
Carruthers is very difficult to get to, and I do not have a car, and it is difficult to beg friends to 
take me. People should not need to Uber to get there. In high stress times, we should have a 
financial aid rep in Newcomb a few days a week. I think it is a pretty easy solution. 

Carter: We are here to express our concerns regarding the softball field construction. The plan 
was offered up for student input on Nov. 29, and we think it would be detrimental. A lot of 
residents reached out to me expressing their concern, and it will be voted on in March. Please 
reach out to me with any input.  

Eleni: I am a transfer student, and a large number of us live at Lambeth. One of our proposals is 
to make living spaces for transfers permanent, but this would make it an undesirable option. 

Nate: The majority of residents that signed the petition said a softball field was great, but not in 
Lambeth Field. Parking is vital. I am talking to community members that live by University 
Circle, who are also not happy about it. Many people do not even know it is happening.  

Legislative Session 

Roll Call 

Motion to approve previous minutes. Seconded. Passed. 

Ty: We do need a majority of votes to pass the bill. 

Eddie: Is there a rep from the club here? 

Ty: No.  

Motion to vote. Seconded. SB 18-01 passed. 

Community Concerns 
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Lukas: Study abroad paperwork for transferring credit back is apparently done hard copy and 
you have to run all over grounds to get it done. Could they make it online or streamline it more 
for students? 

Mary Alice: The SAC has been out of white paper for the past couple of days, which made it 
inconvenient for those in the activities fair. It disadvantages a lot of organizations who can’t 
spend money on their own paper. 

Cat: I wanted an update on the Safe Ride situation being unresponsive. 

Taylor: We have been having conversations with Safe Ride, and there is a new app that will 
hopefully make it more efficient. 

Shivani: A lot of my friends use Safe Ride and said the drivers watch Netflix while they drive.  

Cameron: I have not had a terrible experience, but I think it is harder during high traffic times. 

Taylor: They really need concrete examples so please bring those to me.  

GB1: The IRC crossing is extremely dangerous, someone got hit by a car recently. 

Committee Updates 

Taylor: The UVA alerts committee from last semester is meeting again now. The Live Safe app is 
an app that combines bus schedule, Safe Ride, and other things, and we will have more 
information at the end of this month. It will hopefully condense a lot of our daily concerns.  

Elizabeth: We just wrapped up a successful semester, and bumped up voter presence by 61% 
since 2013. I was in a meeting with the local electoral board and we moved the first-year 
precinct to Slaughter from U Hall which is another huge victory. This semester my committee 
will be lobbying with VA21, which focuses on uniting millennial voices in higher education.  

Cameron: We are trying to limit budgeting that goes to Athletic Affairs, especially water bottles 
for football. With club sports that require a lot of funding, we are working with those groups to 
fundraise throughout the year, so please support those efforts.  

Jacob: We will be continuing Green Leaders this Saturday, so please attend if you are part of a 
sustainability minded organization. We also be continuing Sustain-a-Bagels, for those who sign 
up for our listserv. 

Executive Announcements 

Ty: Change your cover photo and invite your friends to the activities fair. 

Alex: We all have different networks of people to reach out to, and utilizing that is a great 
service. If you are in a leadership position, please sign up for headshots.  

Liam: We set out to do a lot of projects, and we need to ensure that those get finished before 
the end of this administration. 

Sarah: I would like to make a point of transition documents. We lose institutional memory so 
quickly, and we need to keep up with what we have done. Give it some time and make it easier 
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for the next person. The Guides have a great culture of hanging out with each other, and I want 
my office to become that space for us.  

Ellie: For attendance, please keep it up. There will be a rep meeting soon, but not every week.  

The General Body Meeting ended at 7:17 PM. 

 


